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Dear Parents,
Greetings from Mount Litera Zee School JOKA!
As a precautionary measure to prevent the spread of pandemic COVID-19, following the directives of the Government
and CBSE, we had postponed the remaining Yearly Examinations 2019-20 for Classes VI to IX and later through our
Academic Circular dated 2nd April 2020, as per CBSE directives, we had informed you about our decision of
promoting all students from Classes I to VIII. Following the same directive from CBSE we had informed that for
Class IX the students will be promoted on the basis of all the school-based assessments including project work,
periodic tests, term exams, etc. conducted throughout the session. Students who were unable to clear this internal
process, (in any number of subjects), were informed about the subjects in which they need to appear for assessment
again over personal phone calls and were advised to utilise this time for reviewing the subjects and preparing for the
Special Assessment to be conducted on those subjects once the school re-opens.
As you are aware that at MLZS JOKA, we are sincerely committed to the academic welfare of all our students while
constantly trying to find out ways to mitigate the anxiety of all students and parents. Hence, in view of the prevailing
extraordinary circumstances of the worldwide spread of COVID-19 and the countrywide lockdown we have decided to
publish the Report Cards from Classes I to VIII online. You can access the digitally generated Report Cards from our
school website: www.mountlitera.in. After logging on to the website you need to click on the Report Card icon. You
would require to confirm certain details of your ward and then you would be able to download it.
In this context, we would like to inform you that since examinations for certain subjects could not be conducted for the
Yearly Examinations for Session 2019-20, we have decided to award marks on those subjects based on the aggregate
achieved by the respective student in that subject in the remaining Pen-Paper Assessments conducted throughout the
session. In case of Class IX however, the Report Cards will be published only after the Special Assessments are
conducted when the school reopens. Pre-Primary classes too shall receive Progress Reports after the school re-opens.
The subjects in which assessments were pending will be assessed on the basis of all year round performance.
We appreciate your cooperation and support in all our endeavour and we continue to put our best efforts to make the
education process of our students smooth and
stress-free.
Thanking you.
Regards,

MLZS JOKA

